RYDERSHARE™: VISIBILITY, EXCEPTION MANAGEMENT, COLLABORATION ACROSS THE SUPPLY CHAIN

RyderShare™ is the ultimate digital platform for real-time transparency and collaboration on all goods moving across the supply chain. Combining technology by Turvo with Ryder’s 87 years of operational and implementation expertise, RyderShare™ integrates multiple transportation and warehouse management systems into a single, synergistic platform. This allows shippers, carriers, and service providers to easily see across the entire supply chain, access real-time actionable information, and collaborate instantaneously to prevent exceptions.

RyderShare™ eliminates silos and creates a virtual ecosystem that connects all parties involved in the supply chain. As a result, it provides a turnkey solution that revolutionizes and transforms the way people and businesses collaborate throughout the supply chain journey.

Companies that use RyderShare™ achieved:

- Increased Productivity up to 50% due to reduced redundant emails and phone calls.
- Efficient Labor Planning resulting in 35% labor efficiency savings with improved ability to plan for receiving dock labor.
- Improved On-time Performance of 99%.
- Instant Revenue Recognition through document capture and real-time proof of delivery, eliminating previous delays of up to five days.

With RyderShare™ you can:

- Connect everyone in the supply chain - A single connected experience unifies data and systems for everyone in your supply chain to work better and more efficiently, together.
- Digitize and automate workflows - Reduce redundant communication loops and tasks to empower your team to focus on the highest value actions.
- Communicate in real-time – Immediate communication and sharing to see and act on the full shipment lifecycle, from orders to cash.
- Implement changes with real operators - Managed by industry leading logistics professionals from Ryder, from implementation through execution.

“RyderShare has been a game changer for us. Tracking and tracing loads that used to take hours of phone calls and emails now takes minutes, and that enables our member-owned stores to better plan for on-time deliveries and for our teams to more efficiently manage their time.”

Tim Miller
Vice President of Logistics, Do It Best

Discover how RyderShare™ can improve your supply chain performance today at ryder.com/rydershare.